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Berkeley is a major town, situated in California and known for its multi-cultural essence. Like its
liberal political and socio-cultural atmosphere, Berkeley also boasts of having some of the finest
dining spots in the whole region. Here one can relish the flavor of Chinese soups, Italian Pizza,
Indian kebabs and other ethnic foods and drinks of different countries. Both traditional and modern
flavors enrich the dishes in Berkeley food restaurants. To say in a nutshell, downtown Berkeley's
restaurant options are many and varied with conglomeration of international cuisines from all over
the globe. There are several Berkeley restaurant guide manuals available online to take you right to
your ideal dining center.

Restaurants in this colorful hotspot of California act as a treasure island to any foodie. The
beautifully decorated food junctions multiply the pleasure of devouring mouth-watering foods as you
enjoy a musical evening with your girl friend or family.  You have the option to dine out under a
starry-sky, in an openâ€“air restaurant or enjoy the warmth of a musical ultra-modern food hub. From
organic juice to Berkeley-brewed beer, the beverage section is also quite rich in the town.

Berkeley restaurants welcome the customers with pleasant surprises as soon as they step into
them. Several of the dining spots are known for plethora of designs, decorations, colors, fragrance
and beautifully conceptualized lighting systems. Some of them are even known for intelligent
utilization of greenery in and around their sitting arrangements. These places no doubt carry a
heightened mood of romantic air around them. Whether you want to dine alone, enjoy some private
dinner party with your fiancÃ©e or have a birthday party bash along with your friends, these
restaurants will definitely offer you that opportunity with their finely laid out specific customer zones.

Asian food restaurants and Indian cuisines constitute a key portion of the food world in Berkeley.
â€˜Indian Flavors Expressâ€™ is a prominent destination for the foodies as it offers a vast range of mouth-
watering Indian ethnic dishes. Its unique name highlights its core offerings. This major food hub is
known for offering a rich selection of spicy and nutritious Indian cuisines. Freshly cooked foods of
â€˜Indian Flavors Expressâ€™ attract the attentions of the foodies with intricate flavors, associated with
oriental recipes. Carefully-chosen spices and herbs not only enrich the aroma of the prepared
dishes but also enhance their nutritional values. This Indian restaurant offers a variety of Indian
regional food sections, including North Indian, South Indian, Mughlai and Indian street food items.
From captivating Biryani preparations to mouth-watering tandoor items, â€˜Indian Flavors Expressâ€™
mesmerizes the customers with a rich section of authentic Indian cuisines. What is more! This food
express also offers comprehensive â€˜home delivery serviceâ€™ to ensure complete satisfaction to the
customers.

Berkeley is simply a unique destination with its long line of food hubs. Any newcomer here will
surely face the â€˜problem of plentyâ€™ as soon as he begins to look for a dining spot. In this context, it is
suggested to take the help of any informative Berkeley restaurant guide. Help is at hand. Use it
wisely to enjoy unforgettable dining experience.
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John Kennedy - About Author:
Want to know more about a Restaurant in Berkeley, a Asian Food in Berkeley, a Indian restaurant in
Berkeley then visit http://www.indianflavorsexpress.com
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